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Presenting Sree Mosquito Screens The most secure and modern way to
protect your home from mosquitoes
without obstructing the view. It
comes in various fitments and sizes
to suit your home and your budget!

Customized for your
Windows & Doors
Protects from Dust
Free Air Flow
Assured Customer Support

SREE
Range of
Materials to
suit your need
Variety of
Fitments to
choose from

1. Fibre Glass
2. Stainless Steel
3. Aluminium

4. Bronze
5. Pet-Screen
6. Super Solar

1. Velcro
2. Magnetic Velcro
3. Classic Window
4. Pleated
5. Glossy Roll

6. Heavy Glide
7. Crease Fit
8. Box Frame
9. Solid Door
10. Barrier Free Door

Velcro/Magnetic Velcro FITMENT
Velcro Fitment is the most common type of mosquito
screen fitment system. If you have a window with a
wooden frame, this is the most economical option
available. If you have UPVC or metal windows, we can fix
a wooden reaper around the window and install Velcro
system on it.

SREE

Classic Window Fitment
Sree's openable classic mosquito window system offers the
flexibility to remove the frames, wash and mount it back on
windows. This fitment is perfect to keep you protected from
mosquitoes without affecting the aesthetics of your home.

SREE

PLEATED Window Fitment
Best suited fitment at places where you need the option of
making the fitment disappear! Pleated fitment option is an
elegant and aesthetic model that will aid the interiors. The
sliding pleated mesh could be opened and it rests in a 2 inch
aluminum frame that it almost disappears. You could close the
mesh only when you need mosquito protection and when
closed it still allows the breeze to flow in and light to shine into
the room without any obstruction.

SREE

GLOSSY ROLL Fitment
This fitment system is an innovative product that rolls up and
disappears into an aluminum section when opened. And could
be easily pulled down and locked at the bottom when mosquito
protection is needed. It need not be closed all the time and
could be rolled down only when needed. This system employs
braking technology that helps the mesh roll up in a slow pace
when retracted and doesnt speedily open with a thud at the top.
It also employs a self cleaning mechanism that cleans the mesh
and the rollers every time the mesh is rolled up and down.

SREE

HEAVY GLIDE Fitment
Another variety of sliding system best suited for large openings.
As this fitment system used heavy aluminum sections in the
frame, the structural rigidity is strong and could go up to even 8'
x 8' size openings without any supporting cross sections in the
middle.

SREE

CREASE Fitment
Another variety of sliding system best suited for large openings.
As this fitment system used heavy aluminum sections in the
frame, the structural rigidity is strong and could go up to even 8'
x 8' size openings without any supporting cross sections in the
middle.

SREE

BOX FRAME FITMENT
When a sleek window fitment option has to be mounted on a
non wooden window or at places where there are no mounting
options, a box frame is first fixed to the window and then the
sleek window is fitted on it.The box frame is available in four
powder coated colours.

SREE

SOLID DOOR FITMENT
Suitable to have it on your front entrance door and on the rear
exit doors, this Door fitment option is a strong framed door
system that could have multiple mesh options in it. It comes in
four powder coated finishes and is fixed on strong hinges and
magnets to hold it in place. It is a very reliable and long lasting
option that gives home owners the freedom to open their doors
and let fresh air and light into their living spaces.

SREE

BARRIER FREE DOOR FITMENT
A great solution for huge openings. This sliding door fitment
rolls on a thin plastic strip that hardly obstructs movement of
people. An advanced fitment option for premium homes and
interiors, it adds sophistication to the atmosphere it is used and
effectively stops mosquitoes or insects into the living area. It has
the option to use a single shutter or twin shutter opening.
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